Call for Articles

Call for Articles for publication in Chartered
Secretary Journal – July 2022
“Vision 2043: CS and ICSI @75”
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India, as it stands today, is the culmination of hard work, dedicated efforts and most
importantly the foresight of the visionaries. For an Institute, which finds its existence in one of the greatest visions of an aficionado,
it shall be apposite to have a vision of its own. A vision which runs across the length and breadth of the Institute, a vision which
stands tall irrespective of the incoming and outgoing councils, their members and presidents, and a vision which falls just in line
with the vision of the great nation of which the Institute is proud to be a part of.
In view to achieve the goals with utmost precision and meticulousness, every progressive organization seems to bone up their
vision adaptable to emerging trends. The Institute, as a premier organization of international repute with an apparition of serving
professional excellence in compliance and governance has been instrumental in going hand in hand with the governments’ initiatives
towards establishing and advancing the culture of methodical good governance in the nation. Having become a key functionary in
the corporate pyramid, the responsibilities of a CS have increased manifold towards safeguarding the interests of all stakeholders. In
view of the same, we are pleased to inform you that the July 2022 issue of Chartered Secretary Journal will be devoted to the theme
“Vision 2043: CS and ICSI @75” covering inter alia the following aspects:


Globalization of the Company Secretaries’ Profession

 Vision ICSI: To be a global leader in promoting Good Corporate Governance
 The future ahead: New doors of opportunity for Governance Professionals
 Company Secretary: Strategy for Building Brand Equity
 Expanding existing and diversifying into emerging areas
 Vision 2043: Checklist of resources
 Technological Innovations: Are we future-ready?
 MSMEs & Startups: Taking the governance leap
 Role, Recognition, and Challenges for CS@75
 Expectations of Government and Regulatory Authorities
 10 Goals for Vision ICSI 2043
And many more…
Members and other readers desirous of contributing articles may send the same latest by Monday, June 20, 2022 at
nitin.jain@icsi.edu for the July 2022 issue of Chartered Secretary Journal.
The length of the article should ordinarily be between 2,500 - 4,000 words. However, a longer article can also be considered if the
topic of discussion so demands. The articles should be forwarded in MS-Word format.
All the articles are subject to plagiarism check and will be blind screened. Direct reproduction or copying from other sources is to be
strictly avoided. Proper references are to be given in the article either as a footnote or at the end. The rights for selection/rejection
of the article will vest with the institute without assigning any reason.

Regards,
Team ICSI
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Invitation For Research Papers In
CS Journal – July 2022 Issue
We, invite Research papers/ Manuscripts to publish in ‘Chartered Secretary’ with the objective of creating proclivity
towards research among its Members both in employment and practice. As research is an integral part of scientific
approach towards an issue for arriving at concrete solutions, in view of this it is essential to ensconce the research
oriented approach. Further, research is pervasive, i.e. it is not restricted to a particular field. Whether it is engineering,
management, law, medicine, etc. without proper research, it is almost next to impossible to ascertain the solution of a
problem.
Contributions may be sent on topics like Secretarial Practice, Auditing Standards, Company Law, Mercantile
Law, Industrial Law, Labour Relations, Business Administration, Accounting, CG & CSR, Legal Discipline, Digital
Transformation & Artificial Intelligence or on any other subject and topic of professional interest.
Participants are requested to send their articles/ research papers with following terms:


The article/research papers should be original and exclusive for Chartered Secretary.



It should be ensured that the article has not been/will not be sent elsewhere for publication.



Article/ research papers should include a concise Title, Abstract name of the author(s) and address.

Members and other readers desirous of contributing research paper may send the same latest by Monday, June 20,
2022 at nitin.jain@icsi.edu for considering in the July 2022 issue of Chartered Secretary.
The length of the research paper should ordinarily be between 2,500 - 4,000 words. The research paper should be
forwarded in MS Word format.
We look forward to your co-operation in making this initiative of the Institute a success.

Regards,
Team ICSI
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